The all-new Kia Niro.

Kia.
Movement that inspires.
Inspiration doesn’t happen by chance. It comes to us when we get out
of our comfort zone and enter new surroundings. When we see the
world with fresh eyes and from new perspectives.
We find it when we move. Kia is here to guide you through the inspirational power of movement, so you reach your creative potential. That’s
why everything we create gives you the space to be inspired and the
time to bring your ideas to life. So, join us on this exciting journey and
discover with Kia how movement inspires.
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Make way for wonderful.
With the all-new Kia Niro
electrified range.
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A single step can change our place in the world. A different perspective can give us space
to discover new horizons. A simple choice can create a brighter future for you and yours.
Say hello to the all-new Kia Niro electrified range. A crossover with innovation at its heart. Bold and
assertive design in its body. Spacious yet minimalist inside using eco-friendly
materials. Creativity in its advanced technology, connectivity and safety. Together with the latest
advances in electrified powertrains. Delivering a significant step-change in sustainable
driving technology.
From the Niro full Battery Electric (BEV) to Plug-In Hybrid (PHEV).
Make your way to wonderful.
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Electrify your future.
Take charge of today.
When we decide to make changes, wonderful things can happen. Just
like the all-electric Kia Niro EV’s bold and stylish exterior design. Take
in its fresh and expressive sculpted body shape and exceptional looks.
Its unique EV-only design featuring a matt and glossy two-tone hexagonal grille, with a wide body coloured bumper design, incorporating
a central charging point. As well as the gloss Steel Gray body cladding
for added character and Steel Gray Aero-Third Roof Pillar. Powered by
the latest electric motor the all-new Kia Niro delivers a dynamic driving
experience, charged by a 64.8 kWh lithium-ion battery with a purely
electric range of up to 460 km* on a single charge. This is a crossover
designed to delight in what the future holds.

*Combined range is 460 km in WLTP cycle.
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Plug-In to the
wonder of potential.

New opportunities. New possibilities. Here’s a great place to start, with the all-new Kia Niro Plug-In
Hybrid (PHEV). All the benefits of electric driving combined with the latest highly efficient 1.6 GDI
petrol engine. Capable of moving seamlessly from hybrid to zero-emissions electric driving, delivering added cost-saving potential and an electric range of up to 59 km*.
Outside, clean sophisticated body lines, with a discreet charging point on the side, are
characterised by signature Heartbeat daytime running lights at the front. At the back,
a simple and beautiful design concept incorporating Boomerang-style taillights, Heartbeat-shaped
reflector, rugged skid plate and strong but simple lower bumper. Bring on the power of potential.

*Combined range of the Niro PHEV with 18" alloy wheels is 59 km in WLTP cycle.
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The wonder of space.
At your own pace.
If connecting with space nourishes you. If the room to do what you want,
when you want, energises you. Then inside the all-new Kia Niro is the place to be.
Spacious in size, minimalist in detail and welcoming in every way, our designers have
combined the latest in high-tech design and technology with eco-friendly/recycled
materials inspired by nature. Along with Smarter seating to maximise comfort and
minimize fatigue, we focused our utmost attention on a relaxing experience for you and
your passengers. In addition, the intuitive user-friendly features and functions designed
for easy interaction make the all-new Kia Niro more than just a futuristic space to drive
in, it is an immersive source of inspiration to be in.
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Minimalist Interior.		
Immersive Enjoyment.
What’s inside us sets us apart. That’s why when you sit inside the all-new Kia Niro
you’ll discover what driver-centric design really means. Filled with room and space,
the car introduces the latest advances in technology and sustainable materials. In
front of you, a sculpted high-tech dual 10.25-inch panoramic high-definition digital
display screen puts everything in your vision, integrating both the driver information
cluster and infotainment features in one streamlined suite. Below it, the multimode
control display lets you easily manage the multimedia and climate settings. All around
you, the very best in aesthetic design: From the slim stylish seats adding to the roominess, to textured recycled materials. Serene ambient lighting, to finishing touches like
dynamic door trims and spacious storage. This is your space for your time.

Shift-By-Wire (SBW) Electric Dial. Located centrally and within easy reach, the electric
rotary dial operates using shift-by-wire technology, enabling precise and immediate shifting. While the Drive Mode Select button on the steering wheel
offers quick logical changes. Just as importantly from a safety perspective, it will automatically shift to the parking gear P, if the driver forgets to do so. (K4 only).

10.25-inch instrument cluster and infotainment display. Ideally positioned to emphasise the minimalist design, the all-new
Niro cockpit features an integrated dual display for all your driving information, connection and entertainment needs. Take
navigation to the next level with turn-by-turn directions. Keep constantly up to date with the latest over-the-air software and map
updates. Just install the Kia Connect app on your smartphone to interact with your Niro. That way you can access Kia Connect
on-board services which offer a whole range of features: like monitoring vehicle diagnostics including EV/PHEV battery status,
fuel level where applicable, trip information, online voice recognition and calendar integration from your smartphone. (K4 only).

Multimode Display. Control at your fingertips. An innovative way to make the
interior less cluttered and more intuitive. Easily switch between infotainment and climate
control with a simple touch.
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Innovation everywhere.
Impressions meant to last.
Choosing a more efficient and sustainable way to drive, shouldn’t mean having
to sacrifice the pleasure of driving a stylish, visually exciting and outstandingly designed
vehicle. Thanks to the Niro EV that’s never going to be an issue.

Custom alloy 17-inch wheels. Created exclusively for the Niro EV,
with a 5-petal leaf design and featuring a two-colour finish with black
accents.

Modern and characteristic rear. As impressive from the back as from
the front. The rear bumper is clean and contemporary to complement
the front of the EV with an uncomplicated design, and visually appealing
body cladding to assist aerodynamic styling. Vertical Boomerang style
LED taillights and Heartbeat reflectors add a unique finishing touch of
style.

A brighter future awaits.
Start your electric journey.

Change is everywhere. In how we live our life better,
in how we work smarter and how we drive more sustainably. In finding space to fuel our
creativity, in connecting with nature, or simply experiencing the moment. At Kia, those
challenges inspired us to create the all-new Kia Niro EV.
The next generation in electrified driving. Where innovation, technology and user
convenience deliver a real step-change in sustainable mobility. Where bold and stylish
exterior design effortlessly merges sleek aerodynamic surfaces with a rugged and
daring character. Where a spacious and minimalist interior is infused with premium and
recyclable materials. Where state of the art electrification powertrain options deliver
outstanding choice and efficiency. Where exceptional safety meets advanced and
intuitive connectivity.
Available in a choice of nine expressive colours with contrasting colour options for the
Aero-Third Roof Pillar, plus, different finishes for the body cladding, depending on the
trim level you choose, the EV can say so much more about you.

Distinctive Two-Tone Hexagonal front grille.
Admire the eye-catching design of the combined
matt and gloss highlighted two-tone front grille. With
its hexagonal stereoscopic pattern, it says futuristic
and high-tech from every angle.

Wide bumper with central charging point.
The EV’s wider and striking front bumper looks
rugged yet incredibly stylish at the same time. The
central charging point is cleverly and
discreetly housed in the front bumper, to ensure
that extra sleek look at the front.

The all-new Kia Niro EV, is the next step in making the move to meaningful and
sustainable mobility as easy and user friendly as possible. Join the journey and make
way for wonderful.
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Embrace every journey.
On your own terms.
Just like life, every journey has its differences. Every trip has its ups and
downs. Whatever route you have planned, the all-new Niro Plug-In Hybrid
(PHEV) with its upgraded battery, and increased range, offers the flexibility to meet it and greet it. Efficiently and effectively.
The all-new Niro PHEV offers complete flexibility. If needed, the efficient
petrol engine will automatically take over and power the car, supply
sufficient heating or accelerate. If these features are not needed, then the
upgraded 11.1 kWh lithium-ion battery, is capable of delivering up to 59
km* of electric powered driving. Perfect for low-cost, short journeys.

* Combined range of the Niro PHEV with 18" alloy wheels is 59 km in WLTP cycle.

Next generation electrified powertrain. Powered by a highly efficient 1.6 GDI petrol engine, the Niro PHEV has been carefully engineered to improve fuel efficiency by using new
cooling, friction and combustion technologies. It also features the latest 6-speed dual-clutch
automatic transmission, designed to make gear changing fast and smooth.

Smart and robust. The combined petrol engine and advanced Plug-In Hybrid powertrain is smart because it
uses electric power when it starts the engine or is driven at a low or constant speed.
That way it’s more fuel efficient while reducing CO2 emissions and your overall running costs.

18-inch alloy wheels.
The Niro PHEV features specially
designed 18-inch diamond cut
alloy wheels.
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Stay Connected. Get Inspired.
At Kia, we believe connections can inspire endless opportunities. Opportunities that inspire you to
bring great ideas to life. In the car, on the phone, wherever you are and whatever you’re looking
for. Which is exactly what you’ll find with the Kia Connect app and Kia Connect on-board services,
designed to constantly monitor your car and offer seamless information about your journey. Be
constantly informed on board with online navigation using real-time traffic data, including charging stations, parking, weather and points of interest, plus voice recognition and more. Through
the Kia Connect app, you can access User Profile Transfer, Last-Mile Navigation, Valet Parking,
Find My Car, Door Control and many other features. With so much at your fingertips, there’s never
been a better time to make every drive… a truly inspiring drive.

Always on the go. With Kia Connect on-board services, you have
access to a whole host of seamless and detailed information for your
trip. Navigate the fastest route to any destination with real-time traffic
data, including constantly updated adjustments and estimated arrival
time. Use Kia Connect live services to track the weather and check
parking availability, points of interest and charging stations. Activate
voice recognition for hands-free voice commands. Change or restore
your vehicle settings with user profile transfer. Access your smartphone
calendar on your navigation screen with the third-party calendar and let
it guide you straight to the location of your upcoming appointments.

Connect to convenience. Even when you’re not in your car, using
the interactive Kia Connect app on your smartphone is the easy and
convenient way to save time and keep yourself connected. Tap the Find
My Car function to search for your car in large car parks or on unfamiliar streets. Once you’ve parked, let Last-Mile Navigation take you
by the hand and guide you from your car to your Final destination. If
someone else is driving your car, the Valet Parking function monitors all
that for you. Plan and set your journey in advance with Send To Car and
check your vehicle status before you go. You can even remotely lock
and unlock doors with the Door Control and see your previous journeys
summarised under My Trips.

* Information and control service for your Kia; the services will be available free of charge for a period of seven years commencing on the day the vehicle is sold to the first owner of the
vehicle, i.e. the point in time the initial purchase agreement becomes effective, and may be subject to change during that period. Details of operation and terms of use can be obtained
from your Kia partner and on kia.com. Smartphone with iOS or Android operating system and mobile phone contract with data option necessary incurring additional cost.
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Electric to the touch. When you drive one of Kia’s electric models, the
Kia Connect app and Kia Connect on-board services keep you firmly
in the know and in control. With the Kia Connect app, you can remotely access battery charging to start, stop and schedule your charging
progress. With Kia Connect on-board services you can find a charging
point under live EV stations; using data from the up-to-date real-time
network, you can easily discover the locations of charging stations as
well as other details such as plug availability and compatible connector
types.

Safety & Service Support. With Kia Connect, you can keep yourself
and your car safe and sound using a range of ground-breaking remote
notifications. Vehicle status offers a comprehensive report on your car
including whether windows are open or closed, battery charge and
other vital diagnostic information. Kia Connect also sends you important
alarm alerts. The anti-theft alarm alerts you to potential break-ins. The
vehicle idle alarm notifies you if you forget the engine is running while in
Park mode (gear P) with the door open.

The displayed Kia Connect screens are for illustration purposes only and do not necessarily show the latest version of the Kia Connect app and Kia Connect on-board services.
For any questions regarding regulations or legal details, please check the Kia Connect Terms of Use.
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Parking information and charging stations. To help you park your car
swiftly, the system will indicate parking areas before you arrive at your
destination. It will show potential on-street parking spaces based on
historic data, and off-street parking with colour-

coded availability. The online directory displays the locations of
charging stations as well as other details such as payment methods,
plug availability and compatible connector types.

Live traffic.** The navigation system delivers highly accurate live traffic
information that is updated every two minutes, so you know exactly
where traffic is running smoothly, or which areas to avoid. When things
get busy, the system lets you know and suggests alternative routes.

Local Search and weather forecast. If you’re looking for a sushi
restaurant, a supermarket or a particular place to meet, simply select
Local Search. Is your weekend away going to be sunny or a washout?
Better check the weather forecast. Just type in your destination to view
a four-day summary, complete with minimum and maximum temperatures, and sun or rain forecast.

Stay informed. Start exploring.
If living life is embracing exciting things round the next corner or adventure over the
next horizon, then at Kia we’re with you. From your daily commute to weekend adventures or simply just taking off somewhere, Kia Live Services makes driving smarter
and safer. Take advantage of reliable and accurate route guidance to identify the
fastest route for each journey using real-time traffic information. Keep in touch with
all that’s going on, using Live Traffic, Local Search and Weather. In fact, wherever your
life wants to take you, with Kia
Live Services you’re ready.

Apple CarPlayTM is a smart, safe way to use your iPhone while driving. It
takes all the things you might want to do, and puts them into your car
display, so you can get directions, make a call and listen to music all
while staying focused on the road.
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Android AutoTM is designed to keep you perfectly connected to your
phone while minimizing distractions, so you stay safe on the road.
The simple, intuitive interface lets you access features like Google
Maps, apps, music and voice control, and automatically organizes
info into simple cards that appear just when they’re needed.

* Smartphone with data plan required to activate services.
** Legal restrictions to these services may apply depending on country usage.
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Freedom to relax.
Space to unwind.

Heated and ventilated front seats. Ventilated front
seats give the driver and front passenger a more comfortable ride in warm weather. When it’s colder a simple
touch on the front console and seats become warm and
inviting.

Reclining Rear Seats. The slim front seat design instantly provides more legroom to your rear passengers.
Added to that, the back seats also recline to maximise
complete comfort and space. There are also headrests
in every position, and a centre armrest incorporating a
storage tray with sliding cupholder.

When our environment is designed to relax us, inspiration happens and creativity
blossoms. So, at Kia we designed the next generation Niro with a longer wheelbase
to create a more spacious interior. Front seats are slimmer and take up less space, to
offer more room and comfort. Whilst the Passenger Premium Relaxion Seat provides
a wide range of settings, so your body is in its most comfortable position, to minimize
fatigue and discomfort.
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Front trunk storage (FRUNK). In the front of your Niro EV, under the bonnet, you’ll find the ‘FRUNK’. With 20
litres of storage space, it’s perfect for all sorts of items, including the charging cable and the Vehicle-to-Device
adapter.

Clever storage solutions.
Whatever your needs.
With longer and wider proportions and wheelbase, the new Kia Niro offers a whole new dimension in space and
cargo storage. The Niro EV lets you store items under the front bonnet, under the rear cargo floor and under the
cargo screen. Whenever you need to accommodate even bigger items, the rear seats also fold. With Niro, spacious
ideas come in a wide range of sizes.

Second-row seatback folding. Fold the rear seats by using the lever on the backrest of the seat and suddenly there’s up to 1,445 litres of storage capacity depending on which Niro powertrain you choose; ideal extra
space for when you need to carry long or bulky items.
Smart power tailgate. The power tailgate can be set to open automatically to a desired height. The Niro’s
boot floor is specially designed so it’s more level with the boot opening sill, making loading it even easier.
(K4 only).
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Always in charge.
Wherever you are.
Make a move to the Kia Niro EV and experience a wealth of
innovation. Designed to work for you. From our latest range
of advanced electric motors with longer driving range to
easy charging options and an extensive charging network.

Kia Charge. The all-new Niro EV makes charging at public charging stations simple by using Kia Charge*. With Kia Charge, you will always have a
hassle-free, widely available and easy-to-use charging service at hand wherever you go. All you need is one simple card - The Kia Charge RFID card
– which gives you quick and easy access to the growing DCS network of over 340,000 charging stations across 29 countries in Europe and a wide
range of helpful services that ensure that charging your Kia will never be a draining experience.
*Kia Charge and Kia Charge.com are offered by Digital Charging Solutions. For more information, visit kiacharge.com or download the mobile application

Charge other devices inside or outside your car. Unlike other EV’s, which only accept one-way charging, the Kia Niro EV becomes your portable
energy source wherever you are, thanks to its Vehicle-to-Device functionality. Fully charged, its Vehicle-to-Device feature offers up to 3KW of power.
Enough to run a large TV screen or a medium-sized air conditioner for 24 hours when out camping. You can also plug in a vacuum when cleaning
the car, charge an e-bike, power a laptop or even bring a coffee machine to a picnic. The possibilities are up to you.

Our latest generation of powerful electrified motors. The Niro EV is powered by the latest electric motor and 64.8 kWh lithium-ion battery with
an estimated range of up to 460 km* on a full charge. With a suitable DC fast-charger, the Niro EV can go from 10-80 % charge in just 43 minutes. At
80 %, that’s enough to drive up to 368 km*.
*Combined range of Niro EV is 460 km in WLTP cycle
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Less to worry about.
More time to enjoy.
When we created the next generation Kia Niro, keeping you, your
passengers and loved ones protected, was always a top priority. That’s
why the all-new Niro comes with a whole host of advanced features to
minimise the possibility of accidents and maximise all-round protection.

Blind Spot Collision Avoidance Assist (BCA). When you signal a lane
change, you are warned if a risk of collision is detected with a vehicle
beside you or approaching from the rear. Blind-Spot Collision-Avoidance
Assist also watches out for you when pulling out of parallel parking
spaces, warning you about oncoming traffic behind you.

Head-Up Display. The Niro’s Head-Up Display projects driving information on the windscreen. It superimposes turn instructions from the
navigation system over the roads ahead, let’s you know if you’re drifting
out of your lane and indicates which vehicle is detected ahead of you.
(K4 only).
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Highway Driving Assist (HDA). Highway Driving Assist is designed for
effortless driving on motorways. It automatically maintains the Niro’s
distance to another vehicle in front as well as keeping it centred in its
current lane on the highway. At the same time, it controls steering,
acceleration and deceleration whilst you are in-lane. Under certain conditions, in combination with the Navigation Based Smart Cruise Control
(NSCC), the system will automatically adjust the Niro’s speed to match
the speed limit information provided by the navigation data.
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Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist 1.5 (FCA). Evaluating both camera and radar data from your vehicle, the FCA system analyses information about other cars, pedestrians or cyclists crossing the road to avoid
a potential collision with them. FCA 1.5 also functions to prevent collisions with vehicles when turning at a junction or making a left turn at an
intersection. If it detects a potential collision, a warning signal appears
on your instrument cluster and maximum braking power is applied.

Navigation Based Smart Cruise Control (NSCC). Navigation Based Smart Cruise Control helps you drive at a safe speed using navigation. Simply
press the SCC button on your steering wheel and by using navigation, your Niro will automatically be set at the speed limit in force. As soon as the
speed limit changes the Niro will automatically adjust your speed. What’s more, NSCC, uses navigation data to recognise an upcoming curve on the
road and reduces your cruising speed accordingly. On exiting the curve your speed is returned to the pre-set level if conditions allow.
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Created to be part
of your life.
Life is what you make it. And every one of our accessories has been created to help
you extend and enjoy your lifestyle even more with your new Niro. All have been
designed and manufactured to the same strict standards as your Niro, whether EV,
PHEV or HEV. So, make your choice, it’s up to you!

Bike carrier for all tow bars. The ideal companion for cycling holidays or day trips out. Designed for maximum enjoyment and minimum hassle.
It can carry 2 bikes with a maximum payload of 60 kg. Easy to load, it is theft-resistant and you can even open the tailgate with your bikes on the
back!

Side trim lines. Uniquely elegant: these mouldings in brushed aluminium optic give the side contours of your Niro a new lease of life with a
subtle optical touch.

Tailgate trim line and Rear bumper trim line. Made-to-measure,
made-to impress: add a stylish edge to your tailgate and a refined
surface finish to your rear bumper with these trim lines in brushed
aluminium optic.

Textile floor mats, velour. Keep your cabin unblemished for longer.
These high-quality velour floor mats will protect your Niro’s interior from
everyday dirt and enhance its look at the same time.

Trunk liner. However wet, muddy or grimy things get, this custom-made liner will protect your trunk area. It is durable, anti-slip and
waterproof with raised edges.

Tow bar, detachable. Whenever you have substantial cargo in tow, this
top-quality corrosion-resistant steel tow bar is ideal for efficient transportation. With the featured 3-ball locking system it can be detached
simply, securely and discreetly.

Charging cable, Mode 3. Fast charging (AC) your Niro could not be
easier and faster. It is equipped with Type 2 plugs at both ends and can
be used for the day-to-day charging at public and domestic charging
points.

*Confirm with your local dealer if your vehicle is suitable for towbar
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Make a statement.

Model Comparison / Colour Line-up
EXTERIOR BODY COLOURS
Niro PHEV

Express your personality with every drive.
Choose from 8 different colours with an optional contrasting aero
c-pillar* with select colours. (*K4 only).
Clear White
(K3)

Snow White Pearl (K4)*

Cityscape Green
(K3, K4)*

Interstellar Grey
(K4)*

Steel Grey
(K3)*

Runway Red
(K3, K4)*

Mineral Blue
(K3, K4)*

Mineral Blue & Black
C Pillar (K4)*

Mineral Blue*

Cityscape Green*

Interstellar Grey*

Aurora Black Pearl
(K3, K4)*

Niro EV

Snow White Pearl*

Snow White Pearl with
Steel Grey Cladding &
C Pilar*

Steel Grey*

*Premium paint

INTERIOR TRIM
Niro PHEV

K3 PHEV Black Premium Cloth & Artificial Leather Seat Upholstery

K4 PHEV Black Artificial Leather Seat Upholstery

Niro EV

K4 EV Grey Two-tone Artificial Leather Seat Upholstery
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Add your finishing touch.
When we created the all-new Niro, we made sure it was designed down to the last
detail. And that includes sleek, sporty and truly impressive wheels

Engine
Battery Type
Voltage (V)

18-inch Alloy Wheels only
available on Niro PHEV

340

360

180.9

30.8

Energy (kWh)

64.8

11.1

Power (kW)

182

62

Weight (kg)

443

111

Energy Consumption (Wh/km)

162

-

Max. AER (km, WLTP combined)

460

61-62

Electric Motor max. power (PS)

204

84.3

Electric Motor torque (Nm)

255

203

Single Speed Reduction

DCT / 6 speed

Driveline

FWD

FWD

Fuel type

Full Electric
Permanent Magnet

Gasoline Plug-In Hybrid

Engine type
Engine displacement (cc)
Max. power (PS/rpm)
Max. torque (Nm/rpm)
Top speed (kph)

1,560

895
1,825

2,720

805

4,420

*Without roof-rail.

Dimensions EV (mm)

895
1,825

Dimensions PHEV (mm)
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2,720

PHEV
Li-ion Polymer

Capacity (Ah)

Transmission

17-inch Alloy Wheels only
available Niro EV

EV
Li-Ion Polymer

Synchronous Motor
-

1.6 GDI PHEV
1,580

-

105/5,700

-

144/4,000

167

161

Acceleration 0–100 kph

7.8

9,8

Acceleration 80–120 kph

5.0

7.0

CO2 (combined) (g/km)*

-
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Fuel consumption (combined) (l/100 km)*

-

0.9

67

68

Moving (db(A)/E)
Stationary (db(A)/E)

-

70

At (min-1)

-

3,750

Curb weight (kg) (max.)

1,739

1,610

Gross vehicle weight (kg)

2,200

2,060

Max. tow weight (kg) braked

750

1,300

Max. tow weight (kg) unbraked

300

600

805

4,420

*Without roof-rail.

Noise level data were determined according to the prescribed measurement procedure in accordance with Regulation (EU) No 540/2014 and Regulation No 51.03 UN/ECE [2018/798]:
Driving noise: [x] dB(A) / stationary noise: [x] dB(A).
Information about tyres with respect to fuel efficiency and other parameters according to Regulation (EU) 2020/740 are available on our website,
please visit www.kia.com/ie. The information on tyres as indicated is for information only.
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Complete
peace of mind.
7-year vehicle warranty
Every Kia benefits from a 7-year/150,000 km new car warranty. This bumper to-bumper warranty
is free and transferable to subsequent owners, provided the car is regularly maintained in
accordance with the servicing schedule.

KiaFinance.ie
Kia Ireland has teamed up with Bank of Ireland Finance to offer Kia customers affordable HP and PCP finance packages across
the entire Kia range. Your local Kia Dealer will explain in details the options available. For indicative costs, log on to our finance
calculator at kiafinance.ie.

5-year paint warranty & 12-year anti-perforation warranty
High-quality body paint ensures long-lasting protection and shine for your new Kia. It also comes
with superior corrosion protection and a 12-year warranty against rust from the inside out.

KiaService.ie
Is your current Kia car due a service? Log on to kiaservice.ie to book your service at your favourite Kia Dealer. Pick your preferred
time and get a cost estimate upfront. It couldn’t be easier.
Kia Charge
With Kia Charge, you will always have a hassle-free, widely available and easy-to-use charging service at hand wherever you go.
All you need is one simple card: The Kia Charge RFID card gives you quick and easy access to the growing DCS network of over
315,000 charging stations across 29 countries in Europe. Furthermore, you benefit from a wide range of helpful services within
the Kia Charge App and two attractive
tariffs – for a more convenient, efficient and easy charging experience.
Visit www.kiacharge.com to find out more.

Kia Service Plan
Our Kia Service Plan means looking after your new Kia is a piece of cake. In order to keep your new
Kia running like new, it has to be serviced every year. Now imagine having all the servicing your
new Kia will need for the next two to five years sorted and paid for, in advance or monthly, and at a
competitive price. Introducing Kia Service Plan, the easy way to look after your new Kia, and protect
your 7 year warranty.
Stay in touch with Kia
Visit www.kia.com for all the latest news. Find out more about Kia and our exciting new car range.
Get updates on achievements in alternative fuel development, like liquid gas, hybrid and fuel cell
technology. Or discover what our Environment Research Centre is working on. We’re also involved
in major sporting events:
Kia is an official partner of both UEFA and FIFA. We sponsor the Australian Open and the tennis star
Rafael Nadal. Here in Ireland, Kia is a proud sponsor of The
Kia Race Series.
You can also register on MyKia to receive email alerts from Kia Ireland.See kia.com/ie/mykia/ for
more.

Battery units
Kia high voltage lithium ion battery-units in electric vehicles (EV), hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) and plug-in hybrid electric
vehicles (PHEV) are built to have a long life. These batteries are covered by the KIA warranty for a period of 7 years from initial
registration or 150,000 km, whichever comes first. For low voltage batteries (48V and 12V) in mild-hybrid electric vehicles
(MHEV), the Kia warranty covers a period of 2 years from initial registration regardless of mileage. For EVs and PHEVs only, Kia
guarantees a 70% capacity of the battery. Capacity reduction of the battery in HEV and MHEV is not covered by the warranty. To
minimize possible capacity reduction, consult the Owner’s Manual.

* Please note. For EV and PHEVs only, Kia guarantees a 70 % battery capacity. Capacity reduction of the battery in
HEV and MHEV vehicles is not covered by this warranty. To minimise possible capacity reduction, simply follow
the instructions at […] or consult your Owner’s Manual. You can find more information at www.kia.com/ie/.
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All information and specifications are correct at the time of printing
and are subject to change without notification. However some of the
models and features shown in this brochure may vary from the models
and equipment available here in Ireland. Please consult with your
dealer to ensure that the vehicle you order has the specification you
require. Due to the limits of the printing process, the car body colours
shown may differ slightly from actual colours.

Kia Ireland,
Unit A8 Calmount Park,
Calmount Road,
Dublin 12,
Ireland

